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This book provides a primary resource in basic fixed-point theorems due to Banach, Brouwer, Schauder and Tarski and their applications.
Key topics covered include Sharkovsky’s theorem on periodic points, Thron’s results on the convergence of certain real iterates, Shield’s
common fixed theorem for a commuting family of analytic functions and Bergweiler’s existence theorem on fixed points of the composition of
certain meromorphic functions with transcendental entire functions. Generalizations of Tarski’s theorem by Merrifield and Stein and Abian’s
proof of the equivalence of Bourbaki–Zermelo fixed-point theorem and the Axiom of Choice are described in the setting of posets. A detailed
treatment of Ward’s theory of partially ordered topological spaces culminates in Sherrer fixed-point theorem. It elaborates Manka’s proof of
the fixed-point property of arcwise connected hereditarily unicoherent continua, based on the connection he observed between set theory and
fixed-point theory via a certain partial order. Contraction principle is provided with two proofs: one due to Palais and the other due to
Barranga. Applications of the contraction principle include the proofs of algebraic Weierstrass preparation theorem, a Cauchy–Kowalevsky
theorem for partial differential equations and the central limit theorem. It also provides a proof of the converse of the contraction principle due
to Jachymski, a proof of fixed point theorem for continuous generalized contractions, a proof of Browder–Gohde–Kirk fixed point theorem, a
proof of Stalling's generalization of Brouwer's theorem, examine Caristi's fixed point theorem, and highlights Kakutani's theorems on common
fixed points and their applications.
This two-volume set of texts explores the central facts and ideas of stochastic processes, illustrating their use in models based on applied
and theoretical investigations. They demonstrate the interdependence of three areas of study that usually receive separate treatments:
stochastic processes, operating characteristics of stochastic systems, and stochastic optimization. Comprehensive in its scope, they
emphasize the practical importance, intellectual stimulation, and mathematical elegance of stochastic models and are intended primarily as
graduate-level texts.
The absence of training signals from many kinds of transmission necessitates the widespread use of blind equalization and system
identification. There have been many algorithms developed for these purposes, working with one- or two-dimensional signals and with singleinput single-output or multiple-input multiple-output, real or complex systems. It is now time for a unified treatment of this subject, pointing out
the common characteristics of these algorithms as well as learning from their different perspectives. "Blind Equalization and System
Identification" provides such a unified treatment presenting theory, performance analysis, simulation, implementation and applications. This is
a textbook for graduate courses in discrete-time random processes, statistical signal processing, and blind equalization and system
identification. It contains material which will also interest researchers and engineers working in digital communications, source separation,
speech processing, and other, similar applications.
This Handbook presents all aspects of memristor networks in an easy to read and tutorial style. Including many colour illustrations, it covers
the foundations of memristor theory and applications, the technology of memristive devices, revised models of the Hodgkin-Huxley Equations
and ion channels, neuromorphic architectures, and analyses of the dynamic behaviour of memristive networks. It also shows how to realise
computing devices, non-von Neumann architectures and provides future building blocks for deep learning hardware. With contributions from
leaders in computer science, mathematics, electronics, physics, material science and engineering, the book offers an indispensable source of
information and an inspiring reference text for future generations of computer scientists, mathematicians, physicists, material scientists and
engineers working in this dynamic field.
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in provably "good" pseudo-random number generators [lo, 4, 14, 31. These cryptographically secure
generators are "good" in the sense that they pass all probabilistic polynomial time statistical tests. However, despite these nice properties, the
secure generators known so far suffer from the han- cap of being inefiicient; the most efiicient of these take n2 steps (one modular multipcation, n being the length of the seed) to generate one bit. Pseudc-random number g- erators that are currently used in practice output n bits
per multiplication (n2 steps). An important open problem was to output even two bits on each multiplication in a cryptographically secure way.
This problem was stated by Blum, Blum & Shub [3] in the context of their z2 mod N generator. They further ask: how many bits can be o- put
per multiplication, maintaining cryptographic security? In this paper we state a simple condition, the XOR-Condition and show that any
generator satisfying this condition can output logn bits on each multiplication. We show that the XOR-Condition is satisfied by the lop least
significant bits of the z2-mod N generator. The security of the z2 mod N generator was based on Quadratic Residu- ity [3]. This generator is
an example of a Trapdoor Generator [13], and its trapdoor properties have been used in protocol design. We strengthen the security of this
gene- tor by proving it as hard as factoring.
This book is a unique introduction to the theory of linear operators on Hilbert space. The authors' goal is to present the basic facts of
functional analysis in a form suitable for engineers, scientists, and applied mathematicians. Although the Definition-Theorem-Proof format of
mathematics is used, careful attention is given to motivation of the material covered and many illustrative examples are presented. First
published in 1971, Linear Operator in Engineering and Sciences has since proved to be a popular and very useful textbook.
Convenient access to information from every area of mathematics: Fourier transforms, Z transforms, linear and nonlinear programming,
calculus of variations, random-process theory, special functions, combinatorial analysis, game theory, much more.
General Equilibrium Theory: An Introduction presents the mathematical economic theory of price determination and resource allocation from
elementary to advanced levels, suitable for advanced undergraduates and graduate students of economics. This Arrow–Debreu model
(known for two of its most prominent founders, both Nobel Laureates) is the basis of modern price theory and of a wide range of applications.
The new edition updates discussion throughout and expands the number and variety of exercises. It offers a revised and extended treatment
of core convergence, including the case of non-convex preferences, and introduces the investigation of approximate equilibrium with Ushaped curves and non-convex preferences.

The book uses classical problems to motivate a historical development of the integration theories of Riemann, Lebesgue,
Henstock–Kurzweil and McShane, showing how new theories of integration were developed to solve problems that earlier
integration theories could not handle. It develops the basic properties of each integral in detail and provides comparisons of the
different integrals. The chapters covering each integral are essentially independent and could be used separately in teaching a
portion of an introductory real analysis course. There is a sufficient supply of exercises to make this book useful as a textbook.
In recent years, mathematics has become valuable in many areas, including economics and management science as well as the
physical sciences, engineering and computer science. Therefore, this book provides the fundamental concepts and techniques of
real analysis for readers in all of these areas. It helps one develop the ability to think deductively, analyze mathematical situations
and extend ideas to a new context. Like the first two editions, this edition maintains the same spirit and user-friendly approach with
some streamlined arguments, a few new examples, rearranged topics, and a new chapter on the Generalized Riemann Integral.
This is a version of Gevrey's classical treatise on the heat equations. Included in this volume are discussions of initial and/or
boundary value problems, numerical methods, free boundary problems and parameter determination problems. The material is
presented as a monograph and/or information source book. After the first six chapters of standard classical material, each chapter
is written as a self-contained unit except for an occasional reference to elementary definitions, theorems and lemmas in previous
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chapters.
The Elements of Real AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons Incorporated
This elementary presentation exposes readers to both the process of rigor and the rewards inherent in taking an axiomatic
approach to the study of functions of a real variable. The aim is to challenge and improve mathematical intuition rather than to
verify it. The philosophy of this book is to focus attention on questions which give analysis its inherent fascination. Each chapter
begins with the discussion of some motivating examples and concludes with a series of questions.
Intended as a self-contained introduction to measure theory, this textbook also includes a comprehensive treatment of integration
on locally compact Hausdorff spaces, the analytic and Borel subsets of Polish spaces, and Haar measures on locally compact
groups. This second edition includes a chapter on measure-theoretic probability theory, plus brief treatments of the Banach-Tarski
paradox, the Henstock-Kurzweil integral, the Daniell integral, and the existence of liftings. Measure Theory provides a solid
background for study in both functional analysis and probability theory and is an excellent resource for advanced undergraduate
and graduate students in mathematics. The prerequisites for this book are basic courses in point-set topology and in analysis, and
the appendices present a thorough review of essential background material.
In the real world, there are numerous and various events that occur on and alongside networks, including the occurrence of traffic
accidents on highways, the location of stores alongside roads, the incidence of crime on streets and the contamination along
rivers. In order to carry out analyses of those events, the researcher needs to be familiar with a range of specific techniques.
Spatial Analysis Along Networks provides a practical guide to the necessary statistical techniques and their computational
implementation. Each chapter illustrates a specific technique, from Stochastic Point Processes on a Network and Network Voronoi
Diagrams, to Network K-function and Point Density Estimation Methods, and the Network Huff Model. The authors also discuss
and illustrate the undertaking of the statistical tests described in a Geographical Information System (GIS) environment as well as
demonstrating the user-friendly free software package SANET. Spatial Analysis Along Networks: Presents a much-needed
practical guide to statistical spatial analysis of events on and alongside a network, in a logical, user-friendly order. Introduces the
preliminary methods involved, before detailing the advanced, computational methods, enabling the readers a complete
understanding of the advanced topics. Dedicates a separate chapter to each of the major techniques involved. Demonstrates the
practicalities of undertaking the tests described in the book, using a GIS. Is supported by a supplementary website, providing
readers with a link to the free software package SANET, so they can execute the statistical methods described in the book.
Students and researchers studying spatial statistics, spatial analysis, geography, GIS, OR, traffic accident analysis, criminology,
retail marketing, facility management and ecology will benefit from this book.
Consists of two separate but closely related parts. Originally published in 1966, the first section deals with elements of integration
and has been updated and corrected. The latter half details the main concepts of Lebesgue measure and uses the abstract
measure space approach of the Lebesgue integral because it strikes directly at the most important results—the convergence
theorems.

Systematically develop the concepts and tools that are vital to every mathematician, whether pure or applied, aspiring or
established A comprehensive treatment with a global view of the subject, emphasizing the connections between real
analysis and other branches of mathematics Included throughout are many examples and hundreds of problems, and a
separate 55-page section gives hints or complete solutions for most.
This contemporary first course focuses on concepts and ideas of Measure Theory, highlighting the theoretical side of the
subject. Its primary intention is to introduce Measure Theory to a new generation of students, whether in mathematics or
in one of the sciences, by offering them on the one hand a text with complete, rigorous and detailed proofs--sketchy
proofs have been a perpetual complaint, as demonstrated in the many Amazon reader reviews critical of authors who
"omit 'trivial' steps" and "make not-so-obvious 'it is obvious' remarks." On the other hand, Kubrusly offers a unique
collection of fully hinted problems. On the other hand, Kubrusly offers a unique collection of fully hinted problems. The
author invites the readers to take an active part in the theory construction, thereby offering them a real chance to acquire
a firmer grasp on the theory they helped to build. These problems, at the end of each chapter, comprise complements
and extensions of the theory, further examples and counterexamples, or auxiliary results. They are an integral part of the
main text, which sets them apart from the traditional classroom or homework exercises. JARGON BUSTER: measure
theory Measure theory investigates the conditions under which integration can take place. It considers various ways in
which the "size" of a set can be estimated. This topic is studied in pure mathematics programs but the theory is also
foundational for students of statistics and probability, engineering, and financial engineering. Designed with a minimum of
prerequisites (intro analysis, and for Ch 5, linear algebra) Includes 140 classical measure-theory problems Carefully
crafted to present essential elements of the theory in compact form
Written for junior and senior undergraduates, this remarkably clear and accessible treatment covers set theory, the real
number system, metric spaces, continuous functions, Riemann integration, multiple integrals, and more. 1968 edition.
The standard rationality hypothesis implies that behaviour can be represented as the maximization of a suitably restricted
utility function. This hypothesis lies at the heart of a large body of recent work in economics, of course, but also in political
science, ethics, and other major branches of social sciences. Though the utility maximization hypothesis is venerable, it
remains an area of active research. Moreover, some fundamental conceptual problems remain unresolved, or at best
have resolutions that are too recent to have achieved widespread understanding among social scientists. The main
purpose of the Handbook of Utility Theory is to make recent developments in the area more accessible. The editors
selected a number of specific topics, and invited contributions from researchers whose work had come to their attention.
Therefore, the list of topics and contributions is largely the editors' responsibility. Each contributor's chapter has been
refereed, and revised according to the referees' remarks. This is the first volume of a two volume set, with the second
volume focusing on extensions of utility theory.
This volume of a 2-volume set explores the central facts and ideas of stochastic processes, illustrating their use in
models based on applied and theoretical investigations. Explores stochastic processes, operating characteristics of
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stochastic systems, and stochastic optimization. Comprehensive in its scope, this graduate-level text emphasizes the
practical importance, intellectual stimulation, and mathematical elegance of stochastic models.
A Basis Theory Primer is suitable for independent study or as the basis for a graduate-level course.
This book presents a historical development of the integration theories of Riemann, Lebesgue, Henstock-Kurzweil, and
McShane, showing how new theories of integration were developed to solve problems that earlier theories could not
handle. It develops the basic properties of each integral in detail and provides comparisons of the different integrals. The
chapters covering each integral are essentially independent and can be used separately in teaching a portion of an
introductory course on real analysis. There is a sufficient supply of exercises to make the book useful as a textbook.
This well-written book contains the analytical tools, concepts, and viewpoints needed for modern applied mathematics. It
treats various practical methods for solving problems such as differential equations, boundary value problems, and
integral equations. Pragmatic approaches to difficult equations are presented, including the Galerkin method, the method
of iteration, Newton’s method, projection techniques, and homotopy methods.
The book is intended for people (graduates, researchers, but also undergraduates with a good mathematical background) involved
in the study of (static) optimization problems (in finite-dimensional spaces). It contains a lot of material, from basic tools of convex
analysis to optimality conditions for smooth optimization problems, for non smooth optimization problems and for vector
optimization problems. The development of the subjects are self-contained and the bibliographical references are usually treated
in different books (only a few books on optimization theory deal also with vector problems), so the book can be a starting point for
further readings in a more specialized literature. Assuming only a good (even if not advanced) knowledge of mathematical analysis
and linear algebra, this book presents various aspects of the mathematical theory in optimization problems. The treatment is
performed in finite-dimensional spaces and with no regard to algorithmic questions. After two chapters concerning, respectively,
introductory subjects and basic tools and concepts of convex analysis, the book treats extensively mathematical programming
problems in the smmoth case, in the nonsmooth case and finally vector optimization problems. · Self-contained · Clear style and
results are either proved or stated precisely with adequate references · The authors have several years experience in this field ·
Several subjects (some of them non usual in books of this kind) in one single book, including nonsmooth optimization and vector
optimization problems · Useful long references list at the end of each chapter
Makes the intrinsically advanced theory of wavelets accessible to senior undergraduate students with a mathematical background.
This guide book to mathematics contains in handbook form the fundamental working knowledge of mathematics which is needed
as an everyday guide for working scientists and engineers, as well as for students. Easy to understand, and convenient to use, this
guide book gives concisely the information necessary to evaluate most problems which occur in concrete applications. In the
newer editions emphasis was laid on those fields of mathematics that became more important for the formulation and modeling of
technical and natural processes, namely Numerical Mathematics, Probability Theory and Statistic.
A glimpse at st theory; The real numbers; The topology of cartesian spaces; Convergence; Continuous functions; Functions of one
variable; Infinite series.
Preliminaries: Sets, functions and induction; The real numbers and the completeness property; Sequences; Topology of the real
numbers and metric spaces; Continuous functions; Differentiable functions; Integration; Series; Sequences and series of functions;
Solutions to questions; Bibliographical notes; Bibliography; Index.
Analysis of the space economy demands a keen curiosity supported by a rigorous methodology and a strong sense of the
problems at hand. However, the blend of these two capabilities is more unusual than one would be inclined to believe. Professor
Martin Beckmann is one of those exceptional scholars whose original theoretical insights and elegant contributions have been
crucial to our understanding of the complex mechanism of the space economy. Drawing on the basic social science theory, he has
developed a significant body of knowledge which represents fundamental contributions to the fields of location theory,
transportation economics, mathematical economics and organizational theory. For over four decades, Martin Beckmann's
creativity, originality and excellence in the broad sense of scientific discovery made him play a pivotal and leading role in regional
science. A creative artist, Martin Beckmann was never a loner: he not only presented his views in that spare and elegant style we
know him by, but also listened. One may say that on these intellectual voyages in the space economy, Martin Beckmann was both
a teacher and a pupil. Accompanying him on such a discovery trip was a memorable experience: the final destination was not
always defined, but the journey was ever exciting and full of surprises. Some of the great many fellow travellers of Martin
Beckmann offer a tribute to a great scientist and professional colleague through this Festschrift.
Basic Real and Abstract Analysis focuses on the processes, methodologies, and approaches involved in the process of
abstraction of mathematical problems. The book first offers information on orientation and sets and spaces, including equivalent
and infinite sets, metric spaces, cardinals, distance and relative properties, real numbers, and absolute value and inequalities. The
text then takes a look at sequences and series and measure and integration. Topics include rings and additivity, Lebesgue
integration, outer measures and measurability, extended real number system, sequences in metric spaces, and series of real
numbers. The publication ponders on measure theory, continuity, derivatives, and Stieltjes integrals. Discussions focus on
integrators of bounded variation, Lebesgue integral relations, exponents and logarithms, bounded variation, mean values,
trigonometry, and Fourier series. The manuscript is a valuable reference for mathematicians and researchers interested in the
process of abstraction of mathematical equations.
This book provides theories on non-parametric shape optimization problems, systematically keeping in mind readers with an
engineering background. Non-parametric shape optimization problems are defined as problems of finding the shapes of domains
in which boundary value problems of partial differential equations are defined. In these problems, optimum shapes are obtained
from an arbitrary form without any geometrical parameters previously assigned. In particular, problems in which the optimum
shape is sought by making a hole in domain are called topology optimization problems. Moreover, a problem in which the optimum
shape is obtained based on domain variation is referred to as a shape optimization problem of domain variation type, or a shape
optimization problem in a limited sense. Software has been developed to solve these problems, and it is being used to seek
practical optimum shapes. However, there are no books explaining such theories beginning with their foundations. The structure of
the book is shown in the Preface. The theorems are built up using mathematical results. Therefore, a mathematical style is
introduced, consisting of definitions and theorems to summarize the key points. This method of expression is advanced as
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provable facts are clearly shown. If something to be investigated is contained in the framework of mathematics, setting up a theory
using theorems prepared by great mathematicians is thought to be an extremely effective approach. However, mathematics
attempts to heighten the level of abstraction in order to understand many things in a unified fashion. This characteristic may baffle
readers with an engineering background. Hence in this book, an attempt has been made to provide explanations in engineering
terms, with examples from mechanics, after accurately denoting the provable facts using definitions and theorems.
This classic text offers a clear exposition of modern probability theory.
When the Tyrian princess Dido landed on the North African shore of the Mediterranean sea she was welcomed by a local
chieftain. He offered her all the land that she could enclose between the shoreline and a rope of knotted cowhide. While the legend
does not tell us, we may assume that Princess Dido arrived at the correct solution by stretching the rope into the shape of a
circular arc and thereby maximized the area of the land upon which she was to found Carthage. This story of the founding of
Carthage is apocryphal. Nonetheless it is probably the first account of a problem of the kind that inspired an entire mathematical
discipline, the calculus of variations and its extensions such as the theory of optimal control. This book is intended to present an
introductory treatment of the calculus of variations in Part I and of optimal control theory in Part II. The discussion in Part I is
restricted to the simplest problem of the calculus of variations. The topic is entirely classical; all of the basic theory had been
developed before the turn of the century. Consequently the material comes from many sources; however, those most useful to me
have been the books of Oskar Bolza and of George M. Ewing. Part II is devoted to the elementary aspects of the modern
extension of the calculus of variations, the theory of optimal control of dynamical systems.
This is a book of a series on interdisciplinary topics on the Biological and Mathematical Sciences. The chapters correspond to
selected papers on special research themes, which have been presented at BIOMAT 2013 International Symposium on
Mathematical and Computational Biology which was held in the Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical Sciences, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, on November 04 – 08, 2013. The treatment is both pedagogical and advanced in order to motivate research
students as well as to fulfill the requirements of professional practitioners. There are comprehensive reviews written by prominent
scientific leaders of famous research groups. Contents:Population Dynamics:The Princess and the Pea: The Unexpected
Importance of Movement Algorithms (Rebecca Tyson)Plankton Nutrient Interaction Model with Harvesting under Constant
Environment (Samares Pal and A Chatterjee)Traveling Wave Solutions for a Chemotaxis System (F Catrina and V M Reyes
G)Dynamics of a General Stage Structured N Parallel Food Chains (Isam Al-Darabsah and Yuan Yuan)Pattern Recognition of
Biological Phenomena:Complex Data Clustering: From Neural Network Architecture to Theory and Applications of Nonlinear
Dynamics of Pattern Recognition (Guojun Gan, Jialun Yin, Yulia Wang and Jianhong Wu)Dynamic and Geometric Modelling of
Biomolecular Structures:A Two-Step Kinetic Model of Insulin Aggregation with a Competitive Inhibitor (Mark Whidden, Allison Ho
and Santiago Schnell)Optimal Control Techniques in Mathematical Modelling of Biological Phenomena:Optimal Control of
Resource Coefficient in a Parabolic Population Model (J Bintz, H Finotti and S Lenhart)Optimization of Costs for Combating Aedes
Aegypti in Optimal Time-Windows (W O Dias, G A Xavier, D A P Lima, E F Wanner and R T N Cardoso)Dynamics of a VarroaInfested Honey Bee Colonies Model (K O Okosun)Computational Biology:Probability Distributions of GC Content Reflect the
Evolution of Primate Species (Marco V José, Qi Lu and Juan R Bobadilla)Mining the Constraints of Protein Evolution (Fernando
Encinas and Antonio Basilio de Miranda)Entropy Measures Based Methods for the Classification of Protein Domains into Families
and Clans (Nicolas Carels, Cecilia F Mondaini and Rubem P Mondaini)Modelling Physiological Disorders:Modelling of Porous
Elastic and Viscoelastic Media and Its Application to the Brain (R Begg, J Murley, M. Kohandel and S Sivaloganathan)The
Mathematics of Liver Transplantation (F A B Coutinho, E Chaib, M Amaku, M M Burattini and E Massad)Complexity of Molecular
Signaling Networks for Various Types of Cancer and Neurological Diseases Correlates with Patient Survivability (D Breitkreutz, E
A Rietman, P Hinow, M Healey and J A Tuszynski)Mathematical Modelling of Infectious Diseases:Modelling Malaria Dynamics in
Temperate Regions with Long Term Incubation Period (Kyeongah Nah, Gergely Röst and Yongkuk Kim)A Simulation of the U S
Influenza Outbreak in 2009–2010 Using a Patch SIR Model based on Airport Transportation Data (D L Wallace and M
Chen)Modelling Directly Transmitted Infections considering Age-structured Contact Rate and Vaccination (H M Yang and C H
Dezotti)A General Framework for Agent-Based Modelling with Applications to Infectious Disease Dynamics (Marek Laskowski and
Seyed M Moghadas)Analysis of the Basic Reproduction Number from the Initial Growth Phase of the Outbreak in Diseases
Caused by Vectors (R P Sanches and E Massad)Parameter Estimation of a Tuberculosis Model in a Patchy Environment: Case of
Cameroon (D P Moualeu, S Bowong and J Kürts)An Agent-Based Modelling Framework for Tuberculosis Infection with DrugResistance (Aquino L Espindola, A S Martinez and Seyed M Moghadas)Some Extensions of the Classical Epidemic Models (Fred
Brauer) Readership: Undergraduates, graduates, researchers and all practitioners on the interdisciplinary fields of Mathematical
Biology, Biological Physics and Mathematical Modelling of Biosystems. Keywords:Mathematical
Biology;Biomathematics;Mathematical Modelling of Biosystems;Biological Physics;Biophysics;Computational
Biology;Bioinformatics
Classical in its approach, this textbook is thoughtfully designed and composed in two parts. Part I is meant for a one-semester
beginning graduate course in measure theory, proposing an “abstract” approach to measure and integration, where the classical
concrete cases of Lebesgue measure and Lebesgue integral are presented as an important particular case of general theory. Part
II of the text is more advanced and is addressed to a more experienced reader. The material is designed to cover another onesemester graduate course subsequent to a first course, dealing with measure and integration in topological spaces. The final
section of each chapter in Part I presents problems that are integral to each chapter, the majority of which consist of auxiliary
results, extensions of the theory, examples, and counterexamples. Problems which are highly theoretical have accompanying
hints. The last section of each chapter of Part II consists of Additional Propositions containing auxiliary and complementary results.
The entire book contains collections of suggested readings at the end of each chapter in order to highlight alternate approaches,
proofs, and routes toward additional results. With modest prerequisites, this text is intended to meet the needs of a contemporary
course in measure theory for mathematics students and is also accessible to a wider student audience, namely those in statistics,
economics, engineering, and physics. Part I may be also accessible to advanced undergraduates who fulfill the prerequisites
which include an introductory course in analysis, linear algebra (Chapter 5 only), and elementary set theory.
This book examines the consequences of misspecifications for the interpretation of likelihood-based methods of statistical
estimation and interference. The analysis concludes with an examination of methods by which the possibility of misspecification
can be empirically investigated.
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